THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTEST – KONKURS JĘZYKA ANGIELSKIEGO
Patronat naukowy:
Instytut
Filologii Angielskiej
UJ w Krakowie
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Regionalne Stowarzyszenie Oświatowe „KAGANEK”
Regionalny Ośrodek Doskonalenia Nauczycieli „WOM”
w Bielsku-Białej

BUNNIES

Klasy V i VI szkół podstawowych.
Czas trwania konkursu – 75 minut.
Podczas konkursu nie wolno używać żadnych pomocy naukowych!

Good Luck!
Zadania po 3 punkty

1.

The mammoth is much ….. than the tiger and even ….. than the sloth. The sloth is not as …..
as the tiger but ….. than the opossums. The opossums are ….. of them.
A) the biggest, bigger, bigger, biggest, smaller
B) bigger, bigger, big, bigger, the smallest
C) big, bigger, the biggest, bigger, the bigger
D) bigger, the biggest, big, bigger, the biggest
2.
3.

I have dinner at 5:00 pm every day. What time ….. dinner every day?
A) do you have
B) have you got
C) have

D) you’ve got

There are ….. on the giraffe’s neck, ….. on the zebra’s back, ….. on the hedgehog and ….. on
the turtle’s back.

A) stripes, spikes, spots, shell
B) spikes, stripes, spots, shells
C) spots, stripes, spikes, shell
D) stripes, spots, shells, spikes
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4.

5.

Match:
1. right
2. back
3. alone
4. empty
5. near

a. together
b. full
c. far
d. front
e. wrong

A) 1e, 2d, 3c, 4b, 5a
B) 1d, 2a, 3b, 4c, 5e
C) 1e, 2d, 3a, 4b, 5c
D) 1a, 2e, 3b, 4c, 5d

There is/are ….. pair/pairs of words that rhyme(s):

sad – bad, fruit – quick, know – now, rain – fair, shoe – does
A) 0
6.

B) 1

C) 3

Tom, I wish you many more candles to blow.
A) Tom passed his first exam.
B) Today is Tom’s birthday.

D) 5

C) He won a lottery.
D) He made a fire.

7.
A) No bikes.
B) Bikes only.
C) No walking.
D) Walking only.
8.

You call the underground train the Tube in:
A) New York
B) Washington
C) Toronto
D) London

9.

In Heidi, when we meet Heidi for the first time, she lives with:
A) Aunt Dete
B) Grandfather
C) Grandmother

D) Miss Rottenmeier

10. In Heidi,
My friends are the ….. ,
The flowers and the ….. ,
My friends are the white ….. ,
Over the tall green ….. .
A) trees, animals, clouds, bees
B) bees, trees, animals, clouds

C) clouds, animals, bees, trees
D) animals, bees, clouds, trees
Zadania po 4 punkty

11. In a correct sentence made of these words, the word ‘math’ comes:
her, math, homework, did, Jenny, enough, well
A) second
B) third
C) fourth
D) seventh
12. I live in ….. beautiful house in Lovehill. It’s pretty big and it ….. two floors. My bedroom is
upstairs. …..’s a bed, a desk and a TV in my room. I also have .…. old couch next to the
window. I always sit on ….. couch and watch ….. TV in the evenings.
A) the, has, That, an, the, the
C) a, has, There, an, the, B) a, has, There, the, the, D) the, have, there, an, the, the
13. When water ….. it turns into steam but when it ….. it turns into ice. When ice ….. it …... water
again.
A) boils, freezes, melts, becomes
C) freezes, melts, boils, becomes
B) melts, freezes, boils, becomes
D) boils, melts, becomes, freezes
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14. “e.g.” means:
A) this way

B) for example

C) no entry

D) for children only

15. Could you help me with something?
A) That’s easy.
B) Of course.

C) That’s it.

D) No worries.

16. ‘It must be 8 characters long’ is about a:
A) trip plan
B) phone number

C) password

D) film cast

17. The girl sings beautifully. Funny enough, her name is ..... .
A) Cynthia
B) Gabrielle
C) Robin

D) Daisy

18. You play ding-dong-ditch:
A)

B)

C)

D)

19. According to Heidi, Heidi told the doctor:
Heidi: “I had a dream… . I have it every night. ….. .”
A) I am with my grandfather again, looking at the stars
B) Something strange is happening in this house
C) Peter and I take the goats out together again
D) Winter comes and there is a lot of snow in the mountains.
20. According to Heidi, Miss Rottenmeier, the housekeeper, was very surprised when she met
Heidi for the first time because she expected her to be:
A) taller
B) a lot healthier
C) a lot younger
D) older
Zadania po 5 punktów

21. “Nobody likes me, ….. ?”
A) don’t they
B) do they

C) does he

22. The dinner my mum cooked last Sunday was ….. delicious.
A) as
B) such
C) so
23. Jack: “Sorry guys, I’m grounded.”
A) Jack is digging in the garden.
B) Jack can’t do what he wants.

D) doesn’t he
D) such a

C) Jack lives on the ground floor.
D) Jack likes nature.

24. A bay window is:

A)

B)

C)

D)

25. The incorrect answer is:
Emma: “Would you like some chocolate drink?”
Darcy: “…..”
A) Yes, please.
C) Can’t be bothered.
B) You read my mind.
D) No, I’m good, thank you.
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26. There is/are ….. correct reply/replies:
“Gerry’s going to Spain this summer.”
“Like me!”
“Me too!”
A) 1
B) 2

“Same here!”
C) 3

27. There is / are ….. (a) true sentence / sentences about the dialogue:
“We need to go to Trendy.”, Cora said.
“The boutique?”, asked her mum.
“Yeah. You know it, do you?”
“I know of it.”
Mum has been to Trendy.
Mum has never been to Trendy.
Mum is familiar with Trendy.
Mum doesn’t want to go to the boutique.
A) 4
B) 3
C) 2

“So am I!”
D) 4

D) 1

28. Jack lives in ….. so his native language is:
1. The ….. wear kilts as a part of their
traditional dress.
2. The capital ….. is Dublin.
3. ….. University and 6. ….. University are
the oldest universities in GB.
4. The capital of ….. is Ottawa.
5. ….. is the capital of the USA.
7. The capital of Northern Ireland is ….. .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
A) Welsh

B) English

C) French

29. Match according to Heidi,
1. You can arrest me.
2. It’s a pity I can’t walk.
3. I’m not a police officer.
4. The girl is sleepwalking.
5. You must do as I say.
6. I am eight years old and I can’t read yet.
7. You are always welcome here.
A) 1d, 2f, 3c, 4g, 5a, 6e, 7b
B) 1b, 2a, 3g, 4c, 5d, 6f, 7e

D) Gaelic

a. Clara
b. Grandfather
c. Mr Sesemann
d. Dete
e. Heidi
f. Peter
g. Doctor
C) 1f, 2a, 3c, 4g, 5d, 6e, 7b
D) 1f, 2a, 3g, 4e, 5d, 6b, 7c

30. According to Heidi, when Miss Rottenmeier explained the rules of the house to Heidi, ….. .
A) the girls laughed
C) Heidi didn’t want to stay there
B) Heidi fell asleep
D) Clara stopped her
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